CALL FOR PAPERS

Annual Scientific International Conference of Business-Engineering faculty of Georgian Technical University, Open Diplomacy Association and Scientific Magazine “Authority and Society (History, Theory, Practice)”

The breakup groups of the conference
- Theory and Methodology of Public Administration and Public Policy;
- Diplomacy;
- Political-Economic and Philosophy Lessons of History;
- Juridical Basis of Public Administration;
- Economic Topics of Public Administration;
- Policy, Language, Culture;
- State and religion.

The conference will hold at Georgian Technical University on November 16, 2013

The working languages of the conference: Georgian, English, Russian.

Organizing committee:
77 Kostava st., 0175 Tbilisi, Georgia.
Tel. [+995 32] 2364514; [+995 77] 5405677; e-mail: geoandopendip@yahoo.com

Additional thesis (300-400 words) of the reports should be sent up to November 1 to organizing committee.

The materials of the conference will be published in the scientific magazines of Open Diplomacy Association:
- “AUTHORITY AND SOCIETY (History, Theory, Practice)”
- “Scripta manent” and
- put up at website – www.odageorgia.ge